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Abstract Nomenclature
,_ The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft A_B,C,D,E,F,G = individual load c, ll
uses load cells to isolate the outputs (Fig. AI)
rotor/transmission system from the fuse-
n_ lage. An analytical model of the rela- a - linear acceleration at
tionship between applied rotor loads and C.G.
iS: the resulting load cell measurements is
_ derived by applying a force.-and-moment b - position of C.O. from
_i_ balance to the isolated rotor/transmission shaft attach point
_' system. The model is then used to esti-
•_ :' mate the applied loads fron. measured load d - longitudinal d{stance
:" : cell data, as obtained from a ground-based between vertical load cell
-_ , shake test. Using nominal design values attach pointsfor the parameters, the estimat o errors,
_" _ for the case of lateral forcing, were E{ } = expected value operator
i shown to be on the order of the sensor
measurement noise in all but the roll e - lateral offset of for
" axis. An unmodeled external load appears ward latera! load cell
to be the source of the error in this from oenterline
•° axis.
eH = error in estimate c"
Introduction applied hub loads
The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft f = lateral offset of aft
(RSRA) has a set of seven load cells con- lateral load cell from
necting the main rotor transmission to tha centerllne
fuselage. Their purpose is to make hi_h- _,_
accuracy measurements of the net rotor H = vector of six applied ..
_. loads, as resolved at the rotor hub, from hub loads
flight data (Ref. I). The use of th_se
load cells to estimate applied rotor _ - estimates of applied hub
• forces and momenta at _he hub requires an loads
accurate mathematical expression relating
rotor loads, inertial ioaos, and load cell h = position of hub from _.G.
readingS. Both the structure and param-
eters of this model must be specified. I = moment of inertia about
_. , Previous approaches to processing ground- C.G.
i test data have not yielded an acceptably
_ accurate relationship. This is part_cu- J - vector of six inertial
larly true for the case of applied high loads
j, frequency dynamic loads. This paper
i describes a new _pproach to obtaining the i = position of C.O. from
relationship, and presents the results of aft load cell attach
a preliminary evaluation of the resulting points
model from experimental data. .,
M = mass _atrlx
m • effectJve mass of
rotor/cransmlsslon/englne
aysterl i
I Ns = nJmbelr of samples
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n - index of measurement Background
samples
Previous Methods
p,q,r = rotational rates about
x,y,z axes The initial attempt to determine the
load cell response to the applied rotor
Q = covarlance of measure- loads "nvolved applying static loads at
ment noise the hub and measuring the resulting load
cell response. A least-squares regression
Qt = total applied engine and approach was used to identify a ooeffl-
_ tail rotor drive torques clent matrix relating the seven load cells
_" to the six hub loads. A six element bias
R = transformation matrix vector was also estimated. It was found i
for hub loads (Ref. 2) that the coefficient matrix
varied as a function of the applied mul-
. S = transformation matrix tiple axis load. This indicates a non-
for load cells linear dependence of the load cell
response to the applied rotor loads, and "
T = vector of seven load would require a polynomial expansion of
cell measurements the multi-lnput mult{-output relationship
to characterize it in terms of constant
5 w = lateral distance between parameters
vertical load cell attach
points The next calibration was a ground- _.
_L based shake test in which a pair of iner- i
X,Y,Z,L,M,N - force and moment compo- tlal shakers were mounted on the rotor hub
_ nents (Fig. A2) to apply dynamic loads at specified ampll-
tudes and frequencies. During this exper-
_ r . gyroscopic coupling iment, the RSRA was suspended from the hub J
coefficients so the static loading was the same for all !
tests. As a result, the nonlinear varla-
_ 8 _ se_ of unknown parameters tlon of the relationship with static loads
observed in the static test should not be
_ = a priori estlmats of present in the shake test. The Force
i parameters Determination 'lethod (Ref. 3) was utilized
_i to estimate applied rotor loads from a
_! _ = post-calibratlon esti- variety of sensors around the aircraft.
,, mate of parameters This method first identifies the transfer i
! functions between the applied rotor loads _'
_i _ = measurement noise and sensors at various points on the air- _
craft, then identifies tne applied rotor
_- ¢,8,_ = load cell deformation load from a least . _uares fit to the
T : _Jangles about x, y, and transfer functions and measured sensor
z axes, respectively responses. The results were unacceptable %_"
because the Jdentlfied transfer functions
w = frequency varied with the magnitude of the applied
load; hence, they could not be used to
Subscripts estimate the applied load wltnout a more
ext_nslve callbra'{on procedure. Since
A = accelerometer there was only one static load condition,
it appears that this nonlinearity is due
a,b,o,d,e,f,g • attach point of each to a different mechanism than the nonline-
load cell arlty observed in the static tests.
C = total load .Pr...o_osed Metho
i H - hub load Since the sensors utilized in the
Torte Determination Method (FDM) incluJed
I = inertial load numerou_ acoelerometers and strain gauges
mounted on the fuselage, transfer funo-
m _ measured data tions of these sensors will be affected by
any nonlinear dynamic behavior in the
T - load cell fuselagc. This effect complicates the use
of fuselage sensors to determine applied
x,y,z - component for x,y,z axis rotor loads. The RSRA was designed to use
load cells to isolate applied loads from f
diffrerent sources, such as the main
rotor, ua_l rotor, engine, and wlng3. The k
%
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proposed approach takes advantage of this by an unmodeled effect, the model will be
:_" concept by treating the rotor transmission expanded to evaluate potential sources of
as an isolated system with externally the unmodeled effect.
applied loads from the load cells and the
rotor (Fig. I). The applied rotor loads
are then measured from a force-and-moment Rotor/Transmission Model
i balance using measured load cell loads (T)
and inertial loads (J) as derived from The arrangement of the load cells
transmission acceleration measurements, below the rotor/transmission system is
In order to utilize this approach, a model shown in Fig. 2. A detailed description
_- is required chat relates applied external of this system, including all inertia
loads on the rotor/trans,.ission system to contributions, is given in Ref. 2. There
the r_sulting rorces and moments at the ace seven load cells; four are mounted I
center of mass of the system. This model vertically at the corners of the trans- i
: is derived analytically fro_ Jhysical mission mounting plate, two are mounted
principles, using the known eoi,letry of laterally at the fore and aft edges of the
the rotor/transmlssion system. Parameters mounting plate, and one is mounted longi-
>_ with potentially uncertain values in this tudinally at the forward edge of the i
. ! model are explicitly represented to pro- mounting plate. An inertial cad vector,
_I vide the capability to calibrate the J, is located at the center -rarity of imodez, the rotor/transmisslon system, the ;
applied rotor load vector (H) is located
:_ The advantages of this approach pre- at the rotor hub (Fig. 3). The rotor hub
" dominantly arise from the physical insight is located at the end of the rotor shaft
obtained in using an analytically derived which is tilted forward at an angle of
model. With such a model, sensitivity 2 °. The load cells are connected to the
_I analysis and physical judgment can be used transmission and the fuselage by spherical
to select the mo_t appropriate set of bearings.
available parameters for calibration.
Consequently, fewer parameters need be fhe proposed approach is to estimate '
calibrated than when no physical insight the applied hub loads from a force-and-
; is used. In addition, the parameters to moment balance of the external loads and
be calibrated now have a physical inter- the inertial loads. In order to accom-
" pretation so that the validity of the plish this, all externally applied loads
calibration results may be assessed. The must be transformed to the center of mass
model should initially be derived to be as where the inertial loads act. By treating
simple as possible. If it cannot ads- the rotor/transmlssion as an isolated
quately explain the observed experimental system, the load cell forces are consid- !
_. behavior with a physically reasonable set ered a measured, externally applied load ,
of parameter values, it may be expanded to on the system. A 6 x 7 matrix (S) is
._ include additional effects, as required, derived that transforms the seven load
It is important that all major effects be cell loads (T) at their attach points to a
identified and incorporated into the model set of six load components at the center
before calibration of the parameters is of mass. A 6 x 6 matrix (R) is derived
attempted, or the parameter values wi'll that transforms the applied rotor load (H) _ 14'
compensate for the unmodeled effects as at the hub to the center of mass. An W
best they can and achieve physically unre- inertial load (J) at the center of mass is
alistic values in the process, derived from measured accelerations and
assumed irertial parameters. Using the {derived matrlcee, a force-and-momentObjective and Approach balance at the center of mass results in a
set of s_v simultaneous equations which
The objective of this study is to may be wri ten in matrix form as:
derive a simple dynamic model of the iso-
lated rotor transmission system and test J • T ' R • H - 0 (I)
its accuracy with experimental data.
A detailed description of these vectors
The approach is first to derive a and matrices are given in Appendix A.
simple model of the rotor transmission
system, treating it as a linear, rigid, The assumptions used in deriving the
isolated body. Known or assumel values matrices and Eq. (I) are that the
are used for a_l parametsrs of the derived rotor/transmission s)etem is a rigid body
model. The model is then applied to test and that there is no friction in the load
data to determine its accuracy. If it cell bearings. These assumptions we-e
appears that calibration can further made to simplify the initial approach.
improve the accuracy, the appropriate Both nonrigid bocy effects and friction in
v&'ameter set will be selected and call- the load cell bearings could be added to
brated. If the accuracy appears limited!
k
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th_ model In order to match the experi- Error Analysis
_, mental data if that appearc to be
required. Total Estimation Error
The transformation matrlees S and In a controlled ground test environ-
R and the inerti _1 load vector J were ment, the actual calues of the applied
all derived to expllcltly eontaln all rotor loads are known so the total error
potentially uncertain parameters of the in the estimate can be readily obtained.
system, so that any subset of parameters Given the measured load cell readings, Tm, i
can be selected for calibration. The and inertial loads derived from aocel- i
parameters defined in the model are: erometer measurements, Jm, Eq. (I) may be
used to estimate the applied rotor loads
a) All distances and angles required as:
to define the resultant moment arm from
I the center of mass to load application
_R-Ipoints. H - • [Jm + S • Tm] (2) ';
, b) All angles and magnitudes The total error in the estimate is -
i required to define load cell load coni[o- obtained by subtracting the known values 'i
nents acting on the rotor/transmission of applied rotor load from the estimate of
system. Eq. (2) to get: •
i e) All mass properties required to
determine inertial loads from measured eH = H - H - -R -_ [Jm + S • Tm] - Hi rates and acceleratiors. }
' (3)
Test Conditions e H = -R -1 " [Jm + S " Tm + R " H] C
Having derived a model, the next step
is to evaluate it with experimental The available shake test data were in the '
data. Both static and dynamic ground test form of transfer functions that had been
data are available. The dynamic data genorated from the raw data by a harmonic
_enerated by the shake test were chosen analyzer. In order to utilize these data
since they would provide a more rigorous with the proposed model, it was necessary
test _f the model structure than would the to transform the model to the frequency
static test data. The dynamic data are domain and write it in terms of the trans-
not, however, suitable for testing the fer functions. Transforming Eq. (3) to
calibration procedure. This is because the frequency domain gives:
the same static load condition exists for
all dynamic tests, and parameter varla- eH(w )
• tions are mostly dependent on variations
, in the static loadln_. Once the model -R 1- !
,! structure has been valldated with the - • [Jm[w) + S • Tm(w) + R ' H(w)] _-c
dynam!c data, the model can be applied tc
I the static test data to evaluate the call- (4)
bratlon procedure. If only a y-axis rotor load, Hy(_), is
The test datum selected was a ire- applied, Eq. (4) may be written in terms
quency sweep from 15 to 18.5 Hz in the of the transfer fJnotlons as:
y-axis applied rotor load (lateral
force). This frequency range was chosen
because it contains the N/rev frequency, e (_, - -R -I
and identification of applied rotor loaos H • [(Jm(w)/Hy(w))
at this frequency is of special + S (Tm(_)/Hy(w)) + R] ' Hy(w)
{ interest. The lateral forcing was chosen]
: because previous tests have shown the (5)
poorest results with y-axis forcing, so
it would provide the most rigorous test. where Jm(_),'Hy(_ and Tm(w)/Hy(,_) are
Transfer function data were generated from vectors of transfer functions of the iner-
the raw test data by a harmonic analyzer tla] and loed cell loads wi_h respect tc
for four levels of applied load. Equa- the y-axls rotor load. Equation (5) is
tlon (I) was then used to generate the us,_d to evaluate the total error in the
applied load estimate from the transfer e_timate using the available transfer
function data. Eouatlon (I) was processed _unction data.
with all of the model parameters set to
assumed nominal values.
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Numerous potential sources of error 0.09 rad/sec/sec roll angular acceleration
are present in this system. The evalua- are 12 ib in the y-force and 27 ft-lb in
tlon procedure is to examine the total the rolling moment so the assumption
error and attempt to categorize it into appears Justified.
the potential sources. Once identified,
the sources would be modeled and included Unmodeled Static and ,D_nanlio Effects
in the system. Most of the error will
probably be attributable to one of five The model derived for this study was
sources: kept deliberately s'mple to facilitate the
analysis. Ib can be expanded if necessary
_'_ A) Systematic errors in data ¢olleo- to account for the observed error. Unmod-
tion. eled effects with potentially significant
impact on the model include friction in
B) Unmodeled static ahd dynamic the load cell bearings, flexibility in the
effects, rotor/transmlsslon system and nonlinearity
in the dynamic response to applied
C) Unmodeled external loads, loads. The nature of the error signal
should suggest which cf these effects are
D) Random a-'rots in sensors. ,resent. Friction and deadbands will be
_=. 2haracterized by hysteresis in the
E) Incorrect parameter values, response. This effect is more readily
" observed in static data than in dynamic
"_-' S_stematic Errors in Data Collection data. Flexibility will show up as a reso-
-- nance at some frequency and will result in
_d One source of error is the use of a phase and amplitude shift between the
'! transfer function data. Since this is and Nonlinearinput output signals.
_._ treated as raw data in this study, any dynamics will be readily detected by a
'I errors in the identification of the trans- frequency shift between the input andfo functions would propagate through the outp t data. Static onlinearlties result
_i proposed approach. The recorded time in parameter va,-lations and are correcteddomain data should be reprocessed by the by c libration rather than by expanding I
harmonic analyzer t¢ provide only Fourier the model.
_ : transformed data, not transfer functions.
Random Errors in Sensors
Angular accclerometers and rate gyros
= were not available on the rotor transmls- Both load cells and accelerometers
slon system for the shake test. Since have measurement noise that produces a
there is no way to obtain all such data, lower bound on the accuracy of the applied }
the approach taken is to assume it is load estimates. It is possible to obtain !
negligible and see how the estimates com- accuracies below this limit, but this
pare with this assumption. Some Justifi- requires the use of statistical prooessing _'
cation for this assumption comes from techniques such as Kalman Filtering and
comparing the response of the two linear Smoothing. This effect can certainly not
accelerometers mounted on the transmission be reduced by any mndifications to the
with a 2-ft vertical displacement between model. The effect of accelerometer and ,.
them. The difference in the y-axis com- load cell noise on the applied rotor load _ _"
ponents divided by the vertical displace- estimate is derived in Appendix B and used
ment should give the roll axis angular to generate the errors given in Table I.
acceleration. The average value of this These numbers were based on the assumption
derived roll acceleration over the fro- of independent random errora for each
quency range for an applied load of 800 Ib sensor with accuracies of I_ of full scale
was found to be 0.09 tad/sac/sac, support- for the accelerometers and O.l_ of full
ing the low angular acceleretlon ass_mp- scale for the load cells.
rich. The derived angular acceleration
data was not used with the model because Unmou_led External Loads
the errors in the linear accelerometers
are such that the accuracy of the derived The derived model will be in error if
angular acceleration is 0.6 rad/sec/sec, all externally applied loads are not
The derived values are therefore in the included. If the levels are low, bhen
noise level. The an_ular accal.ration this can be the most difficult source of
affects lhe translational equations since error to identify. This is because it can
the linear acoelerometer is not mounted at take on virtually any characterlstic_ and
the center of mass and will, therefore, be will blend in with other rrror sources.
affected by angular accel-rations. The The only possibility for detectln_ this
momen_ equations are affected since the type of error is if it is sufflcientlM
angular inertial loads are dependent on large that it cannot be lo_ically
the angular accelerations. The errors explained by any of the other error
associated with neglecting a
383
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source_. Once the presence of an unmod- show the magnitude cf the transfer lunc-
h, eled _nad is suspected, the error data may tion data for the seven load cells and two 4
assist in isolating its source, but a accelerometers for an 800 ib y-axis exci-
: thorough examination of the test Pondi- tation. The l_c_tion of the load cells
tions is usually required to resolve this may be seen by finding the correspondingly i
effect, labeled load cell in Fig. 2. The aceeler-
ometer transfer functions have been multi-
Incorrect Parameter Values plied by the s _tem mass co produce iner-
tial loads. The strong coupling in the
once the model structure has been s>stem is apparent from the large vertical
- validated to the fullest extent possible, load cell values for a y-axis excita- I
J the remaining errors should be due only to tion. The strong correlation in the
incorrect values for the parameters. At z-axis is particularly apparent from the I
this point, calibration may be applied to sudden drop in z-axis acceleration at the
reduce this error source. If calibration same frequency (16.6 Hz) where two verti-
'_ is attempted before the model structure is cal load cells (A and B) suddenly assume
adequately dete-mined, the parameters will equal and opposite values.
take on whatever values are required to J
compensate for the model structure Figures 6 through 11 show the error .
errors. This will result in physically i:l the model, as defined by Eq. (3), using
_ unrealistic values for the parameters and nominal parameter values. Table I shows i
._ could, in fact, be a test for whether the the average error over the frequency range
_,_ model structure is accurate, as compared to the accuracy limit set by
_, the instrumentation noise. With the
_ The conventional approach to calibre- exception of applied rolling moment, the
_ tion has been to apply least-squares miri- average error shown in Table I and the 1
__ mization of the error with respect to tne frequency plots shown in Figs. 6-11 demo_l-
:: paraLeters to be calibrated. Since the strate that the rigid body model of the i
parameters are now imbedded in a model, isolated rotor transmission system pro-
_- the least-squares minimization of the duces applied load estimates with error
-_ error must be done subject to the con- levels comparable _o the instramentation
straint that the model equations are noise level.
satisfied. Thin is refered to as a con-
strained least-squares approach (Ref. 4) The pronounced roll moment error
and the algorithm is derived in Appendix C (Fig. 9) is too great to be explained by
for the constraint of Eq. (I). parameter errors, sensor errors, or angu-
lar accelerations. The demonstrated lack
Since the available data are in the of significant angular accelerations about
frequency domain, the calibration must be the roll axis indicates that it is not due
performed in the frequency domain. This to a nonrigid body effect. It can also be
is actually an advantage since the fre- seen that there is no frequency shift (the
quency domain transformation has c_ncen- hump at 16.6 Hz in the error signal
trated information for the required fre- matches the hump in the load cell data at
quency range into fewer data points than that frequency) so the error 4s not a
requireo for a time domain representa- nonlinear function of the modeled vari- "_,_
{
tlon. Calibration may then be performed ables. The only remaining explanation is
witn fewer data :n the frequency domain, that the error is due to an unmodeled
The least-squares minimization nay be e_tern2 _ load with predominant effect in
applied to frequency domain data in the the roll axis. A potential candidate for
same way as it is applied to time domain the source of this load is the driv_ train
data (Ref. 5). The only n,odlfication is sin_e it would affect only the roll
that the data are organized with the real momeht. Measurements of the shaft torque_
and imaginary parts stacked end to end from the engine and the tall rotor are
rather than usin_ the data in complex re_u_rea to verify this and could be used
form. This insures that the identified to ctmpen_ate for this effect.
parameter values will not be complex,
Nominal p_rameter values produce
estimation errorc on the order of the
Results instrumentation no!se level in all but the
"_< roll axis. and the roll axis error is too
Equation (3) was applied to transfer great to be explained by parameter uncer-
-_ function data for the load cells a_d the taintles| therefore, calibration is not
main rotor gear cox acceleromet_rs to needed to improve the accuracy in five
_'_" generate the estimation error of the axes _ d would not nelp in the sixth. Th
. derived model in the frequency domain, s_u',c_ ,)f unknown roll axis loading mu_'
'_ Assumed. nominal _alues, based on aircraft be d,:¢rmined and mo,leled before the r :i
,?_' design specifications, were used for all _h ,e used for roll moment estimation
• _ parameters in the model. FIKures _ and 5
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Conclusions Appendix A: Load Cell Model Derivation
i/ 1
An analytically derived model with A diagram of the undeformed irad cell
_ nominal parameter values has been used to geometry is shown in Fig. AI. The load
estimate applied rotor loads from measured cells are mounted to the fuselage and .o
load cell and accelerometer data. This the transmission base by spherical bear-
approach has also provided a check on the ings. It is assumed that the transmission
consistency of measured input/output ba_e does not warp, so all changes in the
data. The presence of an unmodeled exter- load cell geometry are due to deformations
• nal load was detected in the roll axis and in the load cells themselves or in the
its source is being investigated, fuselage mounting points. With this |'
_#" assumption it is possible to completely
_. The following conclusions are drawn model the load cell response using a ten- I
from this work: e)'al three-component representation of the
reaction force at each attach point on the i
For the y-axis case, an analytically transmission base; no knowledge of the
derived linear, rigid body model of the fuselage deformation is required
isolated rotor/transmlsslon system with " J
rominal parameter values performs well in Three plane views of the load cell -
all but the ro] + axis. geometry with the three-component reaetlon
+" fores representation are shown i:, Fig. A2. x
_+ Nonrigld body effects or nonlinear Inertial loads, including gravit) and the
-,_ behavior canno _ explain the roll moment drive shaft torque, are assumed to be
_ error. The error must be due to an exter- concentrated at the transmission _enter o_
.E. natly applied, unmodeled load, gravity, The rotor loads are concentrated
•, at the hub. Taking the sum of the forces
,5+. Calibration is unnecessary f- this and moments about the center of gravity !
_- case since improved parameter estimates gives:
- will not improve the estimation error
+E +F further. The estimation error in all but Xc " XI + XH + Gx x x x
the roll axis is already in the noise
: Level and the error in the roll axis is + B + C + D - 0 !
too great to be logically explained by x x x
different parameter values.
- + _ + F  A
YC YI + YH + GM Y Y YRecommendations for Further Research
+B X +D-0 )
The following recommendations are Y Y Y _
made:
Apply the model to data generate by ZC = Z I + ZH + G + E + F + A
excitation in other axes to validate _t z z z z }
under a broader range of conditions and to + B + C + D - 0 I
further isolate the source of the unmo_- z z z )_ _i;
eled load. This analysis should be backed
up by a follow-on physical error source
analysis. LC LI + LH + YH " hz + (Az + Dz) • w/2
Apply the model to static test data
• - + Cz) • w/2 • fto evaluat the c_libration technique. Ez e (Bz z
Nominal parameter values have done sur-
(By + F + Oy  E+ A + D )prlslngly well in allowing accurate huh - + Cy Y Y Y Y
load estimation for the specific static
• b • 0
load condition present in the dynamic z
dat_. Static test experience suggests
that this will not be true under al'l
static load conditions. Once the model
structure is fully validat" I it shouL_ be MC = MI + MH - XH " hz - ZH " hx
ii Ox) '
_: applied to s';atlo test data to deter_l_e (Bz + A + Ez + Oz, • (d = I)which parameters to calibrate and to z
• determine the range of variation of the  (Cx + D + F + B + A + E +parameters through calibration, x x x _, x
!
. bz  (Cz  Dz  Fz)" I - 0
J
'| _
I .
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N C - N I + N H + (Ay Y Y
(Cy + D ) • I where: 4• (d - I) - + Fy Y
- (A x  Dx) • w/2 - E x . e + (C x J' " [XI' YI' ZI' LI' M[' NI] (A4)
+ B x) • w/2 - F× • f " hx = 0 and
(A]) X I -m x • a x
+F q i'
Using the transformations: YI -my • ay Y
i
A x - A cuS(¢a)Sin(e a) I ZI "mz ' az '
= CA5) [
Ay = -A sin(¢ a) ,_. -Ix • p + Qt + r L • qiA t
A z A e°S(¢a)C°S(ea) , _[ M. -Iy • q + FM p .
B x = B cos(@b)sln(8 b) i N/ -Iz • r i
By - -B sia(¢ b) In Eq. (AS), a X, a , and a z are linear
accelerations in e_ch direction measured
B z = B cos/@b)COS(8 b) at the rotor/transmlsslon system center of _'
gravity, and p, q, and r are rotational 1
C x - C coS(@c)Sin(_ u) accelerations. Because of the nonrigid !
engine mountings, the engine contributions
Cy = -C sin(_ c) to inertial forces are not equal in all
directions when measured at the system
center of gravity. Thi_ effect can be
C z = C coS(¢c)COS(e c) adequately modeled by assigning different ;
values to the total effective mass of the
D x - D cos(¢d)sln(e d) combined rotor/transmlsslon/englne system
in each direction: m x, m. , and m z. There ?
Dy - -D sln(¢ d) (A2) are also a few minor erro_ terms not given
here that are discussed fully in Ref. 2.
D z - D cos(@d)COS(8 d) Ix, Iy, and Iz are moments of inertia;
related terms in the cross-products of f,
rotationa. ,ares are negligible. Qt is ,,
E x = -E coS(¢e)Sin(_ e) total applied engine and tail rotor shaft ,_
torque. Gyroscopic cnupllng forces due to i
Ey = E coS(¢e)COS(_ e) engine and transmission ,otational moments .
of momentum are represented by the coeffi- i
E z = E sln(¢e) cients r, with subscripts for the appro- }_ _.
_x F cos(¢f)sln(_f) prlate axis. The hub forces (H) and load
" ' cell readings (T) in Eq. (A3) are given ,
by: [_
Fy " -F cos(#f)Oos(@f) H' - [XH, YH' ZH' LH' MH' NH] (A6)
F z -F sin ) T' - CA, B, C, D, E, F, G] (AT) ,
G x = G coS(Sg)COS(_g) The geometric transformations "'om t,,e
applied loads to the center of .,ass (R and
• eg) n(_g)Gy O cos( sl S) are given _y:
G z • -G sin(Sg) I 0 0 0 0 0-
0 I 0 0 0 0
the equations become 0 0 1 0 0 0
R • (AS)
J  R• P * • T - 0 (A3) 0 _z 0 I 0 0
-h z 0 -h x 1 0
t hx 0 0 0 I
b
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and
m L
F C_aSga C_bSeb C#cSec C@dSOd -C_eS_e -C#fS_f CSgC_g
-S#a -S#b -S_c -S@d C_eCg_ C#fC_f C#gS_g
C_aCea C#bCeb C#cCec CCdCed S#e S¢f -seg
i w/2C_aCea bzS$b bzS$c bzS#d -eS#e -fS_f -bzC#gS$8
l S - +bzSsa -w/2C#bceb -w/2CecCec +w/2C_dCgd -bzC%eCse '+bzC_fC_f
bzC_aSea bzCSbSOb bzC#cSgc bzC#dS_a -bzC_eS@e +bzC#fS_f bzCB_C_g _,
-(d-1)C#aCga -(d-1)C¢bCeb +_C#cCgc +IC#dCgd -(d-1)S#e +IS_f +(d-1)Sgg j
--_jt -wl2C#aCea wl2C#bSeb IS$c 13#d -eC_eS_e +IC%fC_f (d-1)CegS_@
• _ (d-l)S_a -(d-1)S@b +w/2C_cSec -wl2C_dSed +(d-1)C_eCSe -fC#fS_" I
(A9 I
where C and S denote cosine and sine
funct2ons, respectively
Appendix B: The Eff:ct of Sensor Noise VH " -R-I • LM • VA + S VT] (B7) .
on Load Estimation
!
The analytical model of the Substltut_ng Eq. (El) into _q. (B6) then
_' rotrr/transmlssion system derived in the gives:
,c text has the form:
tl,.., H = H + vH ' VH = N(O'QH) (Bg)
J + S • T + R • H = 0 (B1)
_
Given the measured load cell "ead- From _q. (Bg) it is seen that _, a_
_t'- Ings, Tm, and inertial loads d_rlved from given by Eq. (_7), is the combine_ effect ,_
_I accelerometer measurements, Jm, the of the instrumentation errors on _heapplied rotor loads, H, are estimated from appl_o4 rotor load estimate, H. This
;i Eq. (gl) as: error repr,,se, ts a lower bounc _n the
accuracy of the est_matlon that is attain-
! H = -R "I • [Jm + $ 'Tm] (_2) able w_thout appl_ing stati_tloal process-
_, Ins, such as Kalman filtering or smooth-
The measured load cell and aocelerometer Ing. The oovarlanoe of this error, QH,
values may be written in terms of their may be computed from Eq. (g7) using the
true values and a random measurement noise known covarlanc_ of the instrumentation
component as follows, errors, QA and QT, as follows.
k
am = a + vA , VA = N(O'QA) (B3) ,_
QH
I
Tm• T + VT ' VT " N(O,Q T) = E_VHVH*
(B_) = E{[-R I • (M • VA + ' VT )] "_._
Writing the derived inertial load vector,
Jm, as the product of an inertia matrtx, I-R-' . (M • vA + S • VT)]'} jM, a.d the accelerometer measurements, am,
gives
(S9) !
Jm = M ' _ - M ' a + M ' _A = j + M . vA (
(B5) QH = R-I " M • E{VAV A} . M' • (_-I}. (
where J is the actual inertial load
vec_,) - S E{VTV _} • S' • (R-l) '
Substituting _qs. (B_) _d (BS) into + R-1 • M • E{VAV _} • _ • (R'I) '£q. (B2) gives:
•1 + S ' E{_TV _} * M' ' (R'')'
H • -_ " [J * S ' T] + vH (B6)
+ R"1 • M . _{VA_ _} • S' • (R")'
where
- * R-I • S • _(_TV_}- • _' • (R'i) _
(.',_,=_
3_7
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J'-_i The sensor noise components ar_ assumed N
independent so the term E{vAv $} is SeH(_,n41 zero. Substituting the knowH _ovarlance _V(8)/_8 - X )0 . W-I. @eH(_,n)/_ O
.e matrices of the sensors for the other n-1
-,' expected value terms gives:
_S (C6)
-+
jcs QH R-I • [M QA • M' The second partial, to first order, is._ " t n:
_[. + S • QT " S'] (R-I)' (B11) N
.! s W- 1
_- @2vC_)/Be2 - z (_eH(8,n)/Be)' •
Appendix C: Calibration Al_orlthm
,_ "(@eH(8'n)/B8) (C7)
The applied rotor load estimation
i
' error is gt/en by Eq. (3) in the text as: Once the parameter set has been chose _,
_ t the partial derivative of the errors, eM,
eH= • [Jm + S • Tm + R • Hi (CI) with respect to the parameters must be
generated analytically from Eq. (CI). the
The ecefficlent m_triees, R and S parameter estimates are then obtained from
_ontain geometric parameters of the model Eqs. (C5) to (C7) using the measurement
• and the derived inertial loads vector, Jm, error sequence, eH,generated by Eq. (CI). iinclude inertial parame'ers of the
model. A subset, 8, of the parameters is
selected for calibration and the error Is References
_i treated as a function of those param-
eters. A cost function is written In the I. Burks, J. S., "Rotor Systems Research
_ form: Aircraft (RSRA) Rotor Force and Moment
+ N Measurement System," _!_A First Flight
s W" I Test Conference, Las Vegas, Nev., Nov.
-t V(@) - I/2 • _ eH(O,n)' .eH((9,n) 1981.
_' n-1
_. (C2) 2. Acree, C. W., "Results of the First
_: Complete Static Calibration of the
h
._ where W Is a weighting matrix given by: RSRA Rotor Load Measurement System," "NASA TP-2327, 1984.
Ns 3. Oiansante, N., Berman, A., Flannely,
_" W - I/N s Z eH(_,n ) .eH(O,n)' (C3) W.G., and Nagy, E. J., "Structural
- n=l System Identification Technology Verl-
+ fication," USAAVRADCOM Report
Expanding the first partial of V wlth No. TR-81-D-28, Nov. 1981.
respect to the parameter set 8 about _• their ncnlnal values of _ gives: 4. Bryson, A. E., Jr., and Ho, Y. C.,
Applied Optimal Control, Blalsdell
'- Publishing Co,, Waltham, Mass., 1969.
' @V(_)/BO - BV(_)/@O + (_ - _) @2V(_)/_02
5. Du Val, R. W., "The Use of Frequency
' (C4) Methods in Rotorcraft System Identlfi-
: cation," AIAA Paper 81-2386, AIAA Ist
' i Setting the desired value at _ to zero, Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
t corresponding to an extremum, gives: Nev., Nov. 1981.
e . _ - (a2v(o)/ao2)-I • ()v(e)/ae)'
(c5)
_i Taking the first partial of V with
respect to ® gives:
m
- c-V
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-+" Table I
-_ _ Estfmatlon error Instrumentation noise
Load
200 ib 400 ib 600 Ib 800 Ib Total Load cells Aecelerometers
X 8, 76 173 214 309 25 308
' Y 10 25 35 96 312 35 308
j Z 12 17 28 39 312 50 308
• L 592 1648 1772 2477 446 I 179 408
H 27 17 2xl 47 436 J 143 412N 84 76 173 2111 81 61 54
/+ Load cell full scale - 25.000 Ib, error - 0.I_
Aocelerometer £ull scale - 7 G's. error - I_
I Mass - 4400 Ib
._|
I.
MAIN ROTOR LOAD MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ," -
X _._N
,.Z
. ++++++_.+.
FIS. I Loads actlns on isolated Fig. 2 Load cell arransement for
rotor/transmlsslon system, rotor/transmlsslon system.
+j
i
+" + ° _;
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0
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-_ ATIACHMENT
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_-" ! Fig. 3 Rotor/tran_misslon system. Fig. 5 Magnitude of inertial load ."
_ s transfer functions for 800 lb. - j
_ ! applied lateral force.
t )
I
_ _ 2700 160 [ LATER,_.L HUB LO_,D. :b
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,
i Fig. 4 Magnitude of load cell transfer Fig. 6 Magnitude of x-axls applied t
- J functions for 800 lb. npplled force estimation e_ror.
__ lateral force, i
i
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r
-- 400 LATERAL HUB LOAD, Ib 7000 LATERAL HUB LOAD, Ib
; _ _ 200 / _200/<, .... 400 z 5000_ .... 400
i _300 --- _o / _o \ ---
:. J = -.-ass / _5ooo. \ -.-80o
"i I uJ
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] O-- i , , i t I i
15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0 17.5 18.0 18.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0 17.5 18.0 18.5 -l
_t FREQUENCY, Hz FREQUENCY. Hz
Fig. 7 Magnitude of y-axis applied Fig. 9 Magnitude of x-axis applied
I force estimation error, moment estimation error.
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Fig. 8 Magnitude of z-axle applied Fig. 10 Magnitude of y-axis applied
force estimation error, moment estimation error.
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1/ DISCUSSION
" ' I'! Paper No. 24'_"" EVALUATIONOF A LOADCELL MODELFORDYNAMICALIBRATIONOF THE ROTORSYSTEMRESEARCHAIRCRAFT
B. W. DuVal
: : M. _hr_i
_='" and
_ • I B. Wellman 4
_" _I Charlie Fredrlckson, Sikorsky Aircraft: I'd like to thank you for your paper and for menticntng
_'-. _ the drive train and Its possibleimpacton rotor loading,transmissionloading,etc. One effect
_,_ , that you may not have modeled seems to be kind of glaring and looking at the analytical model In. your paper was he engine. I the engine kind of cantilevered off the transmission [or] the i
'-. drive shaft and I am sure that is not the way it is supported. If it does have a longitudinal }
.i restraintto the airframethat may accountfor part of the modeling error that you may not have
L accountedfor.
Du Val: Yes, in fact the way the engine is mounted Is that there are swivel mounts in a univer- i
sal Joint that should prevent any longitudinal restraint on the engine. Nowjust how well those
__ are working is another question.
Dev 8anerJee, HuRhes Helicopters: Ron, a very logical and systematic modeling approach to /
identifying the model of the transmission mount. When'you get to correlating the test results
with your analytical model, I presume you would Include the noise characteristics into your
error function. Howdo you intend putting In the covarlance of the noise of the load cell?
;- [Howdo you] intend to find it?
_ - Ou Val: That basically was done analytically. Since we have a covarlance for the load cells
and for the accelerometers we can use our analytical model to determine what the resulting
covarlance would be In the estimation of the hub loads, using those assumed covarianc_s for the '
._ sensor data, ._d in fact that is the way we arrived at the noise level lines that we put on the '
:_ charts.
I'l
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